Assignment 6

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2020-10-28, 23:59 IST.

1) One of the leadership roles in guiding digital transformation is
   - To connect external consultant with organization members  
   - To create a sense of urgency in the organization
   - To arrange for sponsoring the transformation
   - To connect suppliers and customers together

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   For arranging for sponsoring the transformation

2) Clear Identification of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) brings about transparency because
   - People involved know how much they will gain at personal level
   - People know how to design the exit route from organization
   - People can spend quality time in designing their own KPis carefully
   - People involved know priorities and areas of their work

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   People involved know priorities and areas of their work

3) In case of Gilets elevators, prior to transformation, following used to happen
   - Service function was centrally managed
   - Senior management used to be a part of first responders
   - Service function was locally managed and senior management was placed in the field
   - Service function was centrally managed and senior management was far away from field

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Service function was locally managed and senior management was far away from field

4) When an organization acquires or merges with another company in order to get hold of distributor or retail network, the process is called
   - Dissolution
   - Buy-in
   - Backward Integration
   - Forward Integration

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Forward Integration

5) M&A in
   - A Financial Process
   - A Financial Decision
   - Complete organizational process
   - An HR process

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Complete organizational process

6) After acquisition of Novartis, Hindutics set up an independent division in India for Novartis. What did this division take care of?
   - Handling IT systems of Novartis
   - Handling hiring of trained professionals
   - Handling acquisition smoothing activities
   - Handling financial activities

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Handling IT systems of Novartis

7) System Integration Potential involves
   - Studying various systems and cultures of target organization only
   - Studying and comparing systems and cultures of all organizations that are involved in
   - Studying only financial aspects of the two organizations
   - Doing Operational as well as financial due diligence of target organization

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Studying and comparing systems and cultures of all organizations that are involved in

8) Bharti AXA insurance Co. is a Joint Venture between
   - Tata SIA airlines and Bharti AXA
   - Holding company of Allianz and AXA, France
   - Tata SIA airlines and Bharti Airtel
   - Singapore airlines and AXA, France

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Holding company of Allianz and AXA, France

9) SEIFA is an organization of
   - Self-employed women workers
   - Dairy farmers
   - Volunteers for service
   - Covid-19 volunteers team

   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Self-employed women workers

10) Equitability means
    - Reaching same profit numbers
    - Reaching same customer base
    - Reaching same level of employee satisfaction
    - Reaching similar business objectives through different pathways

    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    Reaching similar business objectives through different pathways